George Herbert’s legacy rests on his writings concerning all things divine; the fact that not one of his secular English poems exists anymore may have something to do with the almost automatic association of Herbert with God or Christianity, but it is more than that. Herbert’s works have an air of fervor about them. It is not just religion for him—it is a relationship. This relationship is not a perfect one, however. Though the bond is not exactly customary because it is between God and a man, it is genuine because of real misunderstandings and ups and downs. And that is what makes it so great. It is not the love and joy in his relationship with God but the intense struggle woven throughout that makes Herbert’s works come alive, draws readers in, and affects them long after they have read the last line.

Herbert himself describes his collected works as “a picture of the many spiritual conflicts that have passed between God and my soul” (qtd. in “George Herbert” 659). And there are many probable reasons—besides the saddening state of the world—for Herbert’s struggles. Herbert’s father died when he was a toddler, leaving his mother to care for ten children. She did an excellent job and had such a profound effect on Herbert that he sent her his first two sonnets; those sonnets proclaim how precious the love of God is (“George Herbert” 659). Later on, in the same year that Herbert made a selfless, life-altering sacrifice, his mother died. He was Reader in Rhetoric at Cambridge, then appointed public orator; this position gave Herbert the opportunity to get acquainted with powerful men, and he could have become like them (“George Herbert” 659). Instead, Herbert became a deacon and left his job as public orator. That, in and of itself,
had to be tough. It is likely that he felt very confused, and possibly even betrayed, when the death of his mother occurred around the same time he made such a monumental decision (Jokinen). Still, Herbert became the pastor in Bemerton, a parish in Wiltshire. Barot describes the place as a “small, poor and rural village…known for its chalky geology… Wiltshire in March [has] some days of still-heavy snow [and] a good number of days of heavy rains. There is little sun, though spring is starting to peek out in parts of the landscape, only to be beaten back by the weather’s temper” (428). Such locations are commonly associated with SAD, or seasonal affective disorder, which is a type of depression brought on by surroundings where it is dreary and rains a lot, like in Alaska or Seattle. So not only did he give up the life that he could have had, but the path he chose did not exactly leave him delighted all the time. In actual fact, Herbert’s decision to pastor in Bemerton was so odd that many assumed the position was just some sort of “layover” on his journey to the top (Barot 433).

The truths of Herbert’s relationship with God are that of struggle, and this struggle is at the center of many of his poems. The Norton Anthology of English Literature confirms: In poem after poem he has to come to terms with the fact that his relationship with Christ is always radically unequal, that Christ must both initiate it and enable his own response. Herbert struggles constantly with the paradox that, as the works of a Christian poet, his poems ought to give fit praise to God but cannot possibly do so—an issue explored in “The Altar.” (“George Herbert” 660)

So even though “The Altar” may be perceived as a poem of great praise, it too involves inner conflict. The struggles of Christianity are understandable, for ultimately Christians have nothing to do with their own salvation. In Ephesians, Paul points out to Christians in Ephesus, “Once you were dead because of your disobedience and your many sins,” and he continues a
little further down in the chapter, “But God is so rich in mercy, and he loved us so much, that even though we were dead because of our sins, he gave us life when he raised Christ from the dead (It is only by God’s grace that you have been saved!” (New Living Translation, Eph. 2.1; Eph. 2.4-5). Later in the chapter, Paul informs those who may have any doubt, “God saved you by his grace when you believed. And you can’t take credit for this; it is a gift from God. Salvation is not a reward for the good things we have done, so none of us can boast about it” (New Living Translation, Eph. 2.8-9). This can be difficult for a lot of people to accept. Some like to earn what they receive; that can help them appreciate it more and really hold it as dear. Or perhaps they just want to feel that they deserve what has been given to them. Others like to brag about what they have. There is little reason to boast, though, when people themselves are not the cause of the good things that they have. God must have understood that this would be difficult to accept.

Herbert is not alone in wanting to work for grace. In Galatians, Paul admonishes Christians in Galatia, “How foolish can you be? After starting your Christian lives in the Spirit, why are you now trying to become perfect by your own human effort? Have you experienced so much for nothing? Surely it was not in vain, was it” (New Living Translation, Gal. 3.3-4)? In Colossians, Paul encourages Christians in Colossae, “And now, just as you accepted Christ Jesus as your Lord, you must continue to follow him” but also cautions them, “these rules may seem wise because they require strong devotion, pious self-denial, and severe bodily discipline” (New Living Translation, Col. 2.6, 23). Many things appear to be right or wise, but they are not. Christians then will get nowhere by abusing their bodies or merely trying to adhere to a lot of regulations. As they begin in faith, that is how they must continue, for it is stressed in Hebrews that it is impossible to please God without faith, and according to Isaiah, the righteous deeds of
humans are like filthy rags in the sight of God (New Living Translation, Heb. 11.6; Isa. 64.6). So, through their work Christians are often tempted and naturally gravitate toward earning favor from God; the Bible makes it clear that this alone is not enough.

Even “Love (III)”—one of Herbert’s poems in which readers will most expect to experience beautiful imagery, inspiring scripture—is drenched in struggle. The tug of war is amazing: God says “yes,” Herbert says “no”…God replies “but wait,” Herbert counters “but no”…The closer God moves in, the further Herbert moves back. God beckons, and Herbert withdraws. In the poem, Love represents God. One would expect that if God says that a person is welcome, then that person is welcome. It has been established that God’s words are powerful and lasting. God does not lie, and he does not change; he is the same yesterday, today, and forever. Yet when this all-powerful, unchanging God speaks with his authoritative words and says that Herbert is welcome, Herbert draws back. I am assuming that the speaker is Herbert or a side of Herbert since he said that his poems are about conflicts between God and himself. Herbert resists. He knows that he is sinful, and he has shame because of that. But he also accepts that all humans are sinful. Not only is God well-acquainted with the general sinful nature of humans, but he is not surprised by specific sins that humans commit. Herbert knows that God knows him better than he knows himself. Regardless, Herbert shies away when God welcomes him. God could have moved on after that. He does not have to continue to pursue Herbert, but he does. Still, Herbert cannot help but let God know that he is not worthy. This is evidence of how difficult it is for Herbert to take something that he feels he did not earn. Despite Herbert’s refusal to take what he is given, God does not get annoyed and cancel the invitation. Instead, God takes Herbert by the hand and reminds him of who paid the price. Jesus lived how Herbert should—but could not—live (perfectly), and he died to pay Herbert’s debt. Eventually, Herbert gives in.
But the point is that this was not a “give in” situation. It is not as if Herbert was defeated by an enemy and had to surrender. His Creator wants to take him in. He gives nothing but love, but Herbert struggles against him.

Some people may argue that Herbert’s poems are about God’s love and praise him for it. Though Herbert would love for his poems to do nothing but proclaim God’s goodness and worship for him, those are not the only – or main – themes of his work. The poems I have discussed are not only poems that focus on inner conflict as a major theme. In much of his work, Herbert may say how awesome God is, but he is sure to include his own unworthiness. And he does not always say it with humility; many times his words are filled with doubt. In the *Norton Anthology of English Literature*, it claims, “Unlike Donne’s poems, Herbert’s poems do not voice anxious fears about his salvation or about his desperate sins and helplessness” (“George Herbert” 659). I disagree. Herbert may not directly say that he fears that he is not truly a Christian, but in “Love (III),” for example, when Herbert rejects God’s invitation, he does not say that he doubts that God is as good as he says he is. It seems as though Herbert just doubts himself. But if God says that Herbert is welcome and that Jesus’ sacrifice (which is what gets him in right standing with God) is for all sin, then Herbert has no need to doubt. He doubts because he resists the notion that only Jesus’ sacrifice—instead of the sacrifice and his works—saves him. He struggles with the fact that all sin—past, present, and future—is forgiven. He struggles with the fact that God sent Jesus while humans were sinning with no sign of turning away. And if when Herbert was an enemy of God, God did not withhold his Son, how much more is Herbert accepted now that he is in right standing with God because of Jesus! It is tough - and that toughness it at the center of Herbert’s poems.
Not everyone feels able to identify with unconditional love—or love of any kind—but most know what it is like to experience struggles. Conflict does not discriminate. That is why in the Bible, it says *when* you face trials, not *if* you face them. After reading one of Herbert’s poems, no one is likely to think “Well, good for Herbert, but this does not speak to me.” Herbert’s work rings true because all mortals struggle. The Luminarium website, an online anthology of English Literature, observes, “Because Herbert is as much an ecclesiastical as a religious poet, one would not expect him to make much appeal to an age as secular as our own; but it has not proved so. All sorts of readers have responded to his quiet intensity” (Jokinen). The struggle is the reason why this is so.
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**Dr. Whitton’s Comments:** Clara Mae was given the option of writing about any author in the pantheon of British Literature, and I was surprised when she chose to write about Herbert since material on the poet can be scant. When I read her paper, I was impressed by her attention to detail and the balance that she created between source material and her own voice which was
distinct throughout the essay. Her careful and nuanced reading of Herbert’s work is exceptional and exceeded the minimum expectations for the assignment.